The Christianization of Anglo--Saxon England in the seventh century CE was a momentous period of religious change which had many far--reaching effects. Anglo--Saxon paganism had attached a set of sacred and symbolic meanings to various natu--ral features in the English landscape. In this belief system, trees and groves were strongly associated with healing and defen--sive powers. This paper will argue that due to the persistent presence of once--sacred trees and groves in the English land--scape, combined with a continually widespread demand for health remedies, the pre--Christian associations of trees with healing and defense in England were not easily forgotten after the conversion period and in fact continued throughout the eleventh century. However, these pre--Christian symbolic associations were effectively subsumed within the hegemony of a Christian ideological framework. A continual, bidirectional alignment of these symbolic associations of trees with elements of Christian symbolism, namely that of Paradise and that of the Cross, served to explain and legitimize their syncretic con--tinuation within this Christian framework. These insights invite us to appreciate some of the complexity of the syncretism that occurred during the period of Christian conversion in Anglo--Saxon England. They also invite us to further contemplate some of the lasting effects of this gradual syncretic process.
objects of veneration and sources of healing and protec--tion. One question to be raised, then, is how the period of Christian conversion in England affected the survival of these pre--Christian sacred and symbolic associations of trees into the late Anglo--Saxon period. This paper aims to answer this question by examining some of the evidence from the eleventh century, mainly in the form of charms, charters, and liturgical texts. In these sources, three key issues become apparent: syncretism, healing, and land--scape.
The combination of the persistent presence of once--sacred trees and groves in the English landscape, and a continually widespread demand for health reme--dies, meant that the pre--Christian associations of trees with healing and defense were not easily forgotten, and in fact continued throughout the eleventh century. How--ever, as charm and literary evidence reveals, these pre--Christian symbolic associations were effectively sub--sumed within the hegemony of a Christian ideological framework, which allowed for the healing and defensive powers of trees by positioning them as ultimately deriv--ing from the power of God. A continual, bidirectional alignment of these symbolic associations of trees with elements of Christian symbolism, namely that of Paradise and that of the Cross, served to explain and legitimize their syncretic continuation within the Christian frame--work. Ultimately, though, exactly how these symbolic associations of trees and groves might have been per--ceived from the perspective of the different members of the laity remains an open question.
Beliefs in the sacrality of natural features are common to all imagistic religions, and the attachment of sacred and symbolic meanings to trees has historically been a feature of many of these religions. 2 As historian Della Hooke notes, trees span both downwards and up--wards, which has often led them to be viewed as symboli--cally uniting different worlds. This World Tree symbolism has been a feature of many cultures. 3 Moreover, sacred 2 Dunn, Christianization, 3, 76. As Dunn notes, religious studies scholars distinguish between 'imagistic' and 'doctrinal' modes of religion. Different religions may combine these modes to different extents; AngloSaxon paganism is said to be a typical example of a religion characterized by the imagistic mode, while early Christianity exemplifies the doctrinal mode.
3 Della Hooke, Trees in Anglo-Saxon England: Literature, Lore and Landscape (Woodbridge: Boydell Press, 2010) , 3-4.
meanings of trees, including World Tree symbolism, could also be applied to wooden pillars, posts or rods; one example of this is Irminsul, the cosmic pillar said to up--hold the world in pagan Saxon beliefs. In this kind of framework, wooden posts could then become sacred symbols of cosmic pillars, objects of veneration in their own right. 4 In pagan Germanic traditions especially, sacred groves or forest clearings were often where trees or posts were imbued with sacred meanings. Indeed, these kinds of sites devoted to the veneration and/or preservation of sacred trees were widespread across Europe.
5 Some of these groves contained shrines to different pagan deities, and were the sites of rituals meant to venerate and com--municate with the spirit world. 6 The sacred grove com--monly contained three key features: a sacred tree, stone, and water source. Some scholars argue that the sacred grove thus constituted a microcosmic landscape, a repre--sentation of the environment in which the stone connot--ed reality and the unchanging, while the tree symbolized life and renewal.
7 In pre--Christian Anglo--Saxon England as well, archaeological evidence exists of rituals involving sacred tree veneration or symbolism. This evidence includes findings such as trees or posts protected by enclosures; it appears that the Anglo--Saxons raised numerous sacred pillars.
8 Additionally, much as in the wider pagan Ger--manic tradition, the Anglo--Saxons also apparently dedi--cated specific groves to various pagan deities, including Tiw, Thunor and Woden. Place--name evidence is a major It is important to place these symbolic associa--tions into their practical context, as trees had an integral place in Anglo--Saxon society. Timber was the single most important building material throughout the Anglo--Saxon period (it is illustrative that the Anglo--Saxon verb mean--ing "to build" was timbran or timbrian), 12 and trees held additional significance as sources of fuel and food. Most pigs were kept in woodland pasture during this period, finding nourishment by eating acorns or fruit from trees. Moreover, particularly distinctive trees in the landscape could become useful landmarks, places of assembly or boundary markers. 13 Overall, therefore, most Anglo--Saxon people would have had contact with trees or their products on a daily basis. The coming of Christianity to Anglo--Saxon Eng--land, starting around the late sixth century CE, saw at--tempts to completely displace pagan beliefs. The transi--tion from a 'world accepting' to a 'world rejecting' religion was to have significant implications for the place that trees would hold in the new symbolic order. The new Christian ideology carried with it assumptions of human mastery over nature. In this ideology, animist attributions of souls to trees, or any beliefs in their sacrality, would not be tolerated. Trees, then, would have to shed their sacred associations. Thus on the Continent, prominent sacred trees were attacked or completely destroyed; one 12 Joseph Bosworth, "An Anglo-Saxon Dictionary Online," s.v. "Timbran" (July 16, 2010) . http://www.bosworthtoller.com/030511. 13 Hooke, Trees, [139] [140] [141] 96. well--known example is Boniface's felling of the great sa--cred oak of Gaismer in Germany.
14 In England, however, a different strategy dominated. In 601, Pope Gregory I fa--mously advised that pagan shrines and sacred sites in England were to be repurposed instead of destroyed, advocating a more gradual process of conversion. There was then a great reluctance to destroy sacred trees and groves throughout the conversion period. 15 Instead, there was a more gradual redirection of the symbolic associations of trees towards that of the cross. The cross had notably been imagined as a tree, and particularly as a Tree of Life, since early Christian times. It only made sense to emphasize this symbolic blending in the Anglo--Saxon context, as establishing links between paganism and Christianity in this fashion would help ease the transition through the conversion period. 16 The tree and the cross were thus equated in various ways. One way was through language; the Old English words com--monly used for cross all meant 'tree' (e.g., 'treow,' 'rod,' 'beam'). Old English literature then described the cross as "the noblest tree of all," a way to place Christian symbol--ism in a familiar cultural context while also arguing for its superiority to the older pagan sacred trees.
17
However, cross and tree could also be equated or blended visually. Crosses were raised across the English landscape, some with features reminiscent of trees. Physically placing crosses in the landscape in this fashion was another means to instill new beliefs in a familiar way, particularly for illiterate populations, by creating a competitor to pa--gan sacred trees. 18 By the late seventh century, Christianity had become fairly widely accepted across England, but pagan customs or beliefs did not entirely cease. 19 There are hints that this is true as well for the sacred associations of trees. Della Hooke discusses a particular Anglo--Saxon charter from 854 CE granting lands at Taunton in Somer--set. The Old English boundary clause in one copy of the charter refers to a "holy ash" ('halgan aesce'); the Latin version of the same boundary clause in another copy re--fers to this tree as "an ash tree which the ignorant call holy," indicating that the pagan sacred associations of this ash tree had persisted long after the conversion peri--od. Hooke furthermore argues that there was also a sur--vival of pagan beliefs viewing trees as symbolically linking the earth to the cosmos. 20 All of this emphasizes that the process of Christian conversion was by no means swift nor absolute, and also begins to suggest that the gradual nature of this process may have lent itself not so much to the replacement of pagan beliefs, as much as to their syncretic subordination. 21 The evidence of the eleventh century similarly indicates the survival of pre--Christian sacred and symbol--ic associations of trees, which derives first and foremost from the persistence of these trees and groves in the landscape. This is hinted at by the Laws of the Northum--brian Priests, dating from the early 1020s, as one statute proclaims that If there is on anyone's land a sanctuary round a stone or a tree or a well or any such nonsense, he who made it is then to pay lahslit, half to Christ and half to the lord of the estate… And if the lord of the estate will not help in the punishment, then Christ and the king are to have the compensation.
22
This law notably targets the veneration of all three key elements of a sacred grove: tree, stone and well. The in--clusion of the additional clause at the end hints that the law was framed to actually prosecute ongoing practises, not merely to discourage them. Similarly, Cnut's laws (also from about 1020) also forbid as "heathen practise" the worshipping of "wells or stones or any kind of forest 20 Ibid., 50, 98. 21 Yorke, Conversion, 136.
22 "The Law of the Northumbrian Priests (probably 1020-1023)." trans. Thorpe, in English Historical Documents vol. 1, c.500-1042 , ed. Dorothy Whitelock, doc. 52 (Routledge, 1979 tree," 23 suggesting that the survival of pagan rituals ven--erating trees and sacred groves was a continued source of anxiety for both the Church and the Christian king.
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It is likely that these sites of tree veneration were effectively used as rural healing shrines; in his St. Bartholomew's Day Homily, AElfric of Eynsham (c. 955--1010) makes a point of emphasizing that "[i]t is not allowed to any chris--tian man to fetch his health from any stone, nor from any tree, unless it be the holy sign of the rood…" 25 This pas--sage both hints at the lingering associations of sacred groves and trees with healing powers, and illustrates how the cross was set up as a Christian replacement.
The survival of sacred groves in the English land--scape can also be seen by looking at Domesday Book, the comprehensive land survey undertaken during the reign of King William I in 1086. Domesday is a particularly valu--able source for the distribution of woodland in late elev--enth century England.
26
Scattered throughout the text of Domesday Book are six recorded "groves," five of which are specified to be "alder--groves." Most of them are less than five acres in size, with the largest one spanning four--teen acres. They are also fairly widely dispersed through England geographically. Alder was one of the species of tree associated with healing in pre--Christian Anglo--Saxon beliefs, as mentioned previously; its bark was used in leechdoms against various ailments. When the bark is cut off of an alder tree, the dark, crimson--tinged sap flows readily. It thus has been seen as akin to bleeding, an anthropomor--phism which could encourage the associations of the tree with mystical or sacred meanings. In the realm of Irish legend, for example, the first man was said to have been formed from an alder tree.
28
It is difficult to substantiate sacred origins for all of the alder groves mentioned in Domesday, but one case study can possibly provide some hints.
In Domesday, Stanton St. Bernard in Wiltshire is said to contain a three--acre alder grove, surrounded by meadows and pasture. This area corresponds to that de--scribed in three earlier Anglo--Saxon charters: S 368 (c. 903 CE), S 647 (c. 957), and S 685 (c. 960). Notably, the Old English boundary clauses of all three charters men--tion a "blacan graf" or "blacan grafum. "black grove," which would correspond to the alder grove described in Domesday Book. The sacrality of this grove is suggested by the wider context of the landscape. A "holan ƿelle" (holy well or spring) is mentioned in close proximity to the grove in all three charters. The role of a water source as one of the three key elements of a sacred grove has been mentioned previously. Della Hooke additionally notes that trees were sometimes explicitly associated with holy wells or springs through place names, such as Ashwell at Glastonbury. 32 In the case of the charter from 854 CE at Taunton already discussed, the boundary clause also mentions a "halgan ƿelle" in close proximity to the holy ash, 33 further indicat--ing a close relationship between sacred trees and sacred wells. Therefore, it is not difficult to imagine that this al--der grove at Stanton St. Bernard may have served as the site of exactly the sort of local healing shrine that AElfric had tried to discourage, featuring a sacred well and, pos--sibly, a corresponding sacred tree. Additionally, the boundary clauses of the three Stanton St. Bernard charters mention "wodnes dic" (Wo--den's dike) in the general vicinity of the alder grove. ple Anglo--Saxon kings in the post--conversion period con--tinued to trace their royal lineages back to Woden. 35 Together, all of these features suggest the pa--gan heritage of the area of Stanton St Bernard and the sacred associations of the landscape, including the alder grove. The apparent continuity of this alder grove over more than 180 years (from the 903 charter to Domesday c. 1086) is significant in this context, as it illustrates how natural features with traditional sacred associations per--sisted in landscape long after Christianity had ostensibly replaced pagan customs and beliefs. Particularly in the context of a local landscape with features named after pagan deities, this could encourage the sacred associa--tions of trees and groves to persist in the consciousness of the people who lived in the area. The persistence of the "holy well" in the area as late as 960 CE suggests the con--tinuity of these sacred associations, and furthermore hints at possible associations with healing powers. In the context of a time when medical knowledge was signifi--cantly limited, these sorts of sacred groves as sites of healing would have likely been of great importance to the people living in the local area. 36 All of this invites us to ask what these continued symbolic associations of trees and groves with healing powers may have looked like in prac--tical terms. And in order to understand this, we must turn to some of the literary evidence from the eleventh centu--ry.
The surviving literary evidence suggests that the pre--Christian symbolic associations of trees with both healing and defensive powers survived well into the 11th century in England, but they were mostly subsumed with--in the hegemony of a Christian ideological framework. In other words, this is a case of syncretism at work. Multiple examples of this syncretic integration of pre--Christian healing associations can be found in the Lacnunga, a manuscript dating to about 1050 CE containing various charms and remedies that was likely produced in a mo--nastic context. 37 One of these charms, the so--called "Benedictio Herbarum," helps explain the subordination of trees' healing powers into a Christian framework: tory vol. 11 (1985) , 287.
Omnipotent eternal God who from the beginning of the world instituted and cre--ated all things, both trees after their kind and herbs with their seeds, with which by your benediction you have blessed and or--dained the same; now deign with thy ben--ediction to sanctify and bless these plants and other fruits, so that they may confer health of mind and body to those partak--ing (of them), and a safeguard of defense and eternal life. 38 In this charm, the pre--Christian associations of trees with healing and defensive powers are allowed for, but are subsumed within a Christian framework, wherein these powers are said to ultimately derive from the power of God. By integrating and subordinating beliefs in the heal--ing powers of trees into the Christian spiritual hierarchy, charms could then become viewed as consistent with a Christian worldview, despite any remaining 'pagan' ele--ments. 39 Similar themes can also be seen in another Lac--nunga charm "against flying venom," which could possi--bly mean some kind of infectious disease. 40 As a remedy, it first prescribes: slash four strokes in the four quarters with an oaken brand; make the brand bloody, throw it away; sing this on it three times: [making the sign of the cross as drawn in the manuscript]…
41
A distinctly Christian prayer follows. The initial slashing of one's limbs with an 'oaken brand' hints at the pagan ori--gins of the charm, with the specification of the type of wood being a particularly significant indicator. The oak was the single most important and venerated tree in the sacred groves of Germanic pagans; it was also the tree sacred to Thunor, the thunder god. 42 Making the oak branch bloody and then throwing it away likely symboliz--es a removal of the disease from the patient. 43 The addi--tion of Christian elements, namely the prayer and the sign of the cross, serves to legitimize the symbolic rituals of the charm by situating them in the Christian frame--work. Some of the words may change, but the actions largely remain the same, and so in this way the pagan symbolic associations of the 'oaken brand' with healing ultimately survive within a Christian context. 44 More cryptically, another charm in the Lacnunga calls for a particularly obscure tree--related ingredient:
Against the bite of an adder. If he obtains and eats bark which comes from Paradise, no poison can hurt him. -Then he that wrote this book remarked that it was difficult to get. 45 As Audrey Meaney remarks, is not clear whether this "bark from Paradise" is magic, or perhaps some kind of exotic herb.
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But either way, this charm combines pre--Christian and Christian symbolism in a way that is signifi--cantly different from the other Lacnunga charms exam--ined thus far. Unlike the "flying venom" charm, this does not appear to be a distinctly pagan charm at its core, to which some Christian elements were merely tacked on at a later date. The general construction of the charm seems to reflect the symbolism of Christian doctrine: the poison of a snake, the great symbol of evil that helped cause Man's downfall from Paradise, can only be warded off by the bark of a tree that originates from the same place. This also suggests classic Tree of Life symbolism, in that the death brought by poison can only be avoided if one can manage to find the ever--elusive original source of life. At the same time, though, the prescription of tree bark as an ingredient with healing powers if ingested is a feature 42 Hooke, Trees, 193; Dunn, Christianization, 75 . 43 Meaney, "Extra-Medical Elements," 46. 44 Jolly, "Anglo-Saxon Charms," 286.
45 "Lacnunga no. 81," trans. Godfrid Storms, in Storms, Anglo-Saxon Magic (New York: Gordon Press, 1974) , 73. 46 Meaney, "Extra-Medical Elements," 47.
that is more reminiscent of traditional, pre--Christian An--glo--Saxon remedies, such as the use of alder bark in charms against various maladies.
47 This suggests the syn--cretic alignment of pre--Christian conceptions of the heal--ing powers of trees and groves with the symbolism of Christian doctrine in what might be spells created after Christianization. To gain a fuller understanding of how the healing powers of trees and groves were reconceptu--alized in the Christian framework, we must now turn to a very different source from the eleventh century: The Elu--cidarius of Honorius Augustodunensis. The Elucidarius is a text which was written in England by one Honorius Augustodunensis; it likely dates from sometime between 1096 and 1100. Originally writ--ten in Latin, the text consists of a dialogue between 'mas--ter' and 'pupil' that seeks to make clear the central tenets of Christianity.
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As a didactic tool, it was intended to anticipate and provide answers to various doctrinal ques--tions, for the purposes of the clergy who would field such questions from the laity. The work quickly became ex--ceedingly popular for its time, among both the clergy and the laity.
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The text is particularly notable for its descrip--tion of Paradise:
My childe, Paradise is a place moste merieste in the est, in the whiche place ther growen dyuerse trees of kynde which bere frutis of grete vertu ayenst dyuerse sikenesses… 50
It is highly significant that the text explicitly associates the trees in Paradise with healing powers against "dyu-- This representa--tion of Paradise as a place still existing on the Earth, with trees imbued with healing powers, essentially presents it as a sacred grove if viewed in the Anglo--Saxon cultural context -not only a sacred grove, but the original sacred grove. This description could then possibly serve to legit--imize the continuation of pre--Christian beliefs regarding the healing powers of certain trees and groves in the Christian framework. It could also help to contextualize the Lacnunga charm discussed above; if Paradise is still located somewhere on Earth, and it has many trees with healing powers, then it would only make sense that eat--ing some of the bark from one of those trees would help in a case where no other remedies could.
Furthermore, this description invites us to con--sider more of the practical context, and particularly some of the social factors that also helped to encourage the survival of these associations of trees with healing in the Christian framework. The clergy was expected to meet the demands of people for healing in England at this time. Christianizing traditional pre--Christian rituals was a way for them to better meet these widespread demands, as charms offered hope for ailments that known medicine at the time could not do much about. 52 Ideologically, then, the description of Paradise in the Elucidarius works along similar lines: it offers a far--off, ideal vision of hope for those who suffer, while also further legitimizing the integration of pre--Christian beliefs and rituals about heal--ing powers of groves and trees into the Christian worldview. The corresponding Lacnunga charm offers the same distant sense of hope - if one can only track down this incredibly elusive piece of tree bark, they can attain a perfect form of healing. This survival of trees' healing associations was likely also aided by the continued symbolic equation of cross and tree. This equation is evident in the Elucidarius. At one point the pupil asks, "For what cause wolde Criste etal demand for healing remedies, and second, the per--sistent presence of sacred groves and trees in the English landscape. These insights invite us to appreciate some of the complexity of the symbolic syncretism that occurred during the period of Christian conversion in Anglo--Saxon England. They also invite us to further contemplate some of the lasting effects of this syncretic process, through the eleventh century and beyond.
